
Good morning Board!   Last night I had a 3 hour zoom meeting with CHC Reps/Board 

Meetings....lots of information shared so here are some highlights I took away..... 

 

Safety Recommendation Updates: 

 

-All programs now have a Player Safety Rep (ours is Page Patterson).  It is the Player Safety 

Reps responsibility first and foremost to be informed of any positive test.  That Rep needs to 

immediately email CHC Board, Amy Landino (Head Player Safety Rep for CHC), CHC Rep & 

President  for their specific organization with this information 

 

-The Player Safety Rep is responsible for notifying the team (names do not need to be included) 

and then the decision for team quarantine will be assessed depending on the specific information 

provided as to that person's exposure and when. 

 

-It is recommended a PCR test be taken vs Rapid Testing.   The PCR is the more reliable test 

 

-CHC had call with Rink Owners in regard to cleaning and safety measures. Some rinks have 

been more aggressive than others in cooperating (rink names not given).   DPH has been visiting 

rink sites within last 2 weeks 

 

-Organizations can make their own decisions as to shutting down hockey at any time.   

 

-If a coach of an opposing team in your home rink is refusing to comply with any 

recommendations (masks, being dressed entering the rink, etc), it is recommended the home rink 

coach have that conversation initially with opposing coach and not get the referee involved 

first.   If that opposing team still not cooperating, the home coach can ultimately make the 

decision to stop play  due to the safety precautions and lack of follow through by that opposing 

team.  That information get shared with the CHC Rep then sent to the CHC Board for review for 

possible sanctions. 
 

-Due to limited or no spectator rule, there are a lot of people at rinks gathering in large groups 

watching games.  Some rink staff aren't policing this so they encouraged organizations if they are 

seeing this to report this to rink staff and their CHC Rep/Safety Rep immediately.   There are 

cases where people are calling DPH and reporting rinks regarding these large gatherings in 

parking lots and the lack of follow through by rink staff.   

**Bolton, Cromwell and Simsbury are not allowing spectators at all at this 

time**    This is where a lot of large gatherings are taking place. 

 

-Players on the bench need to be separated more and try not to be shoulder to 

shoulder.  Alternatives within specific organizations should be explored.  Kids should 

put a mask on while sitting on the bench.    

 

-Use of locker rooms should be discouraged and have teams be half dressed coming to the 

rink.   If locker rooms are being used they need to be cleaned thoroughly before/after any team is 

using them.  If the rink is not complying than the organization needs to step up and ensure this 

gets down as a safety measure 

 

-Rinks are allowing other teams into rink way before the designated times allowed...our rink in 

particular with out of state teams coming in while games are being played.  Again, its more 

conversations with the rink about this 



 

-Recommended not to have Mass teams come into CT to play due to their 2 week shut down at 

this time.   Again, its a recommendation not a directive. 
 

Other Information: 

 

-Many organizations have revised their tuition with COVID Payment Restrictions if there is a 

closure to hockey 

 

-Many organizations are seeing a lot of families choose to leave programs due to COVID 

 

-Teams won't be held accountable if the 20 game CHC game schedule is not met 

 

-Any concerns regarding officiating need to be given to the CHC Rep from the organization for 

follow up with head referee, Kevin Redding regarding specific concerns/complaints.     
 

-Due to COVID, 11/23/20 is the last day to make any changes if you want a team to change from 

Declared to Undeclared for tournament play.    

 

-Tournaments right now could happen in February, but it is unknown at this time.  If CT shuts 

down, no tournaments 

 

-USA Hockey has a great mentoring program for young referees just starting out.   **I am 

getting that info to share with the new ones we have** 

 

- Updated Coaching Modules (CEP)-    Need to be completed by 12/30 or those coaches can no 

longer be on the bench.  No exceptions/no forgiveness because of COVID.     ** I will be 

sending out my updates** 

 

 

What I took away from this meeting.... 
 

 

We need to ensure we continue doing all the safety precautions we put in place.   We need to 

really emphasize the spectator rule, especially with other teams coming in.   
 

We need to make sure teams/parents (away teams as well)  are not gathering in the parking lot 

for an after game food fest.  Everyone needs to continue doing their part to keep playing.    

 

Our rink is a lot of the problem.  They continue to allow these other teams from out of state in 

and some colleges.  I heard this same sentiment from may people last night about their rinks  
 

Also, there is an anonymous tip line on the DPH website for anyone to call and give a complaint 

 

 

 

Any questions, please let me know 

 

Kelly 

 


